COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT SUMMARY
PHASE 1

Overview

Participation Overview

3,200

919

139

Total Visits to the Site

Unique Users

Unique Stakeholders

Number of times the site
was visited

Individual IP addresses to
visit the site

Individuals who participated
in the engagement activities

122

130

Interactive Map
Comments

1:42

Average Time
Spent

9

Survey
Responses

Document
Downloads

Participant Demographics:
Select all that apply
16%

What is your age?

5%

13%

17 or Younger

5% 1%
22%

79%

How do you identify?

24%

18-25 Years
26-35 Years

80%
17%

36-50 Years

Non-Hispanic

51-65 Years
I live in New Brighton
I work in New Brighton
I attend school in New Brighton

36%

Hispanic

3%

66 or Older

Prefer not to say

What is your race?

75%

15%

7%

2%

1%

White

Prefer not to say

More than one race

Asian

Other

or African
0% Black
American

Indian or
Hawaiian or
0% American
0% Native
Alaskan Native
other Pacific Islander
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Interactive Map Comments Summary
The interactive map received over 120 comments across the three focus areas. The following maps
show where comments were placed within the three focus areas as well as highlight some comments
that enhance the map input.

Rice Creek Road and Mississippi Street

"

How is a pedestrian,
especially a kid, supposed to
cross this street?

"

"

Love the park here. It
gives us easy access to the
grocery store when we are
walking from 29th Ave. It
should not be removed as
having a place to play in
that area and green space
is important

So many entrances
into these businesses.
Would a frontage road
be an option to limit
cross points onto Silver
Lake Road? Using turn
lanes or funnelling from
the stop lights already in
place, it could make for
a safer walking, biking
and crossing experience

"

Lower the speed limit
to 30. Drive faster than the
recommended 40 as of now.
Perhaps lowering it may get
folks to slow down. There
are several schools and
businesses in walking distance
and it’s really unsafe when
people ignore the speed limit

"

Need to plant mature trees in the median
and near the Nystrom Pond. This may help
reduce noise for residents and pedestrians
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Silver Lake Road and Interstate 694

"

"

With health clinic
and fitness centers
nearby, could we offer
a place for pickleball
courts. Lights would be
a nice addition to play
later. Fastest growing
sport for all ages

Difficult to turn right onto
Southbound Silver Lake Rd here due
to poor visibility. Could be improved
by cutting back brush or decreasing
speed limit. Cars often due U-turns
on Silver Lake Rd here despite No
U-turn sign, frequently to get to the
U-haul

"

There are many
people who live in the
neighborhoods off of
this area. We need to
maintain the safety
and suburban setting
of the neighborhood
when considering
plans for the area

St. Anthony

"

I think planting pollinators
and native plants on the boulevard
stretches of grass would be wonderful,
or offering grants for groups to “adopt
a boulevard” to plant and take care of
those stretches (with consistent plant
types provided by the city). Also offering
grants for families living along SLR to
beautify their boulevard strip (same
rules with consistent plant types, etc.)

"

We need
a grocery store
in this center

"

We need more express bus lines in New Brighton. We
used to live in Columbia Heights and my husband could get
downtown to his job in 30 minutes on the bus. Had to buy a
second car because the buses run so infrequently here

"

The building aesthetic standards
along this corridor should be improved.
Silver Lake is such a high-visibility road.
New buildings should use nicer and more
durable materials, as the strip mall style
looks run down quickly. Stone, brick, or
a modern material set instead of siding
would improve the aesthetic

"

Wong’s is a
neighborhood
landmark!

"

This gas station is also hard to get out of, just like the one further north on
Silver Lake. I’m not sure there’s much to be done now that it’s built, but these
corner lots should have their driveways further away from the intersection.
Especially for a gas station which is guaranteed to be vehicle traffic
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Vision Survey Summary
The vision survey received over 120 comments across the three focus areas. The graphics below help to
summarize the comments received into common themes of ideas proposed.
How often do you visit one or more of
the Silver Lake Road focus areas?

98%

How do you travel to the
Silver Lake Road focus areas?

Daily

5%

Weekly

25%

56%

Monthly

70%

Once or twice
per year

32%

4%

1%

Bicycle

Bus/
Transit

Run

Never
Vehicle

Walk

Please explain:
What do you do in the Silver Lake Road
focus areas?
(Multiple category selections allowed, number of votes shown)

48

11
104

Shopping/Retail
Services
Dining
Travel Through/
Commute

54

I Live There

78

91

Recreation
Employment

• I drive this whole route almost daily, and often walk the Rice
& Mississippi and I-694 areas.
• I don’t bike here often because there isn’t a safe bike route,
I’d love it if there was a safe bike route on Silver Lake Road.
• I live in the neighborhood to the north of Ford dealership
and commute by car on Silver Lake Road daily.
• I wish it were easier to bike to stuff.
• These locations are not pedestrian friendly. They were built
in such a way that requires you to drive and park at each
destination. This is much different from how the downtown
White Bear area functions, which allows individuals to park
and walk to multiple destinations within the commercial
district.

The following are a number of zoning standard changes that could be an outcome of this project.
Please rank these topics based on how important they are to you when you think about the Silver Lake
Road focus areas and whether or not you’d like to shop, work, live, or relax there.
10
9

Ranking

8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
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#1

#2

#3

#4

Wider variety
More
More
More
of shops,
trees and spaces for activities for
restaurants, landscaping dining
the public
and services
and
(food trucks,
seating
concerts,
etc.)

#5

#6

Updates
to the
building
facades to
look
‘newer’

More
places for
bicycles

#7

#8

Wider
Wider
variety of
variety of
housing employment
options opportunities

#9

#10

Building
allowed
to have
multiple
stories

More places
for parking
vehicles

Please give a brief description of why your top elements are important to you and how
you feel about the Silver Lake Road focus areas?

Are there any other elements that are important to you that we should know?
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Themes of Phase 1
The intention of Phase 1 of Community Engagement was to find out how community members feel
about the focus areas along Silver Lake Road and to assess how those sentiments could influence
zoning standards in the future. The response from community members has been great, and with it,
there are patterns to pull from comments that help us understand the best strategy forward.
Not all of the comments related to things that could be implemented through zoning, but they are
important nonetheless. The City Council and other decision-makers should consider these summaries
when deciding on future projects as well.

Summary: Themes Related to Zoning Standards
Land Uses

• Many responders want to see a greater
variety of retail, restaurants, and services
within these areas
• A number of comments recognized that
adding more housing options to these
areas would benefit local businesses
• Participants wanted to find a balance
between convenience uses and
destination uses

"

If this dated building was to
change, it would be better to have the
parking out of public sight, and the
establishment in the foreground. With
lots of evergreen landscaping and tall
grasses around

"

If that area is to be redone, it would
be good to turn it into a sustainable
environment. Making walking paths with
lighting, trees, ponds, fountains, and native
indigenous trees, plants, and shrubs. Getting
rid of so much black top, add permeable
topping. Add stores and restaurants that
have higher-end foods like organic, farmto-table. Create an environment that
folks want to come to and hang out in an
environment that speaks of diversity
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"

We should take advantage of this
desirable location and allow apartments over
these businesses. I think more foot-traffic and
neighbors would support stronger businesses

"

I am the owner of Adagio’s Pizza Factory and do
believe the area my business is in does need updates.
However, I do not want to see only apartments
go into that area. I would like to see higher end
shopping and other businesses that will drive people
into the area. Please make the roads, entrances, and
exits easy to navigate

Dimensional Standards

• Want building heights to fit with
surrounding neighborhoods (6 stories
not appropriate for Rice Creek &
Mississippi or St. Anthony)
• Acknowledgment that taller buildings
could accommodate more housing and
businesses
• Don’t want tall buildings to dominate
the skyline (if higher building heights
allowed, make sure they’re spaced out)
• Prefer buildings to be closer to the front
lot line (reduce setback)
• Don’t allow parking between front of
building and front lot line
• Orient entrances to the front lot line
• Most people would like more open space
(landscaped and/or active) and less
impervious surface

Summary: Themes Related to Zoning Standards

Site Design

• Orient entrances to the front lot line
• Site design needs to consider building
orientation, pedestrian, bicycle, and
vehicle circulation, and relationship to
neighbors
• Pedestrian & bicycle circulation on site
should be accommodated in site plans
• Include amenities that encourage
walking & biking
• Reducing conflict points between
vehicles and pedestrians is a priority
• Sites should be required to combine
driveways where possible
• Reduce required parking and size of
existing parking lots
• Encourage shared parking and
reutilization of over-parked areas

"

This area could be redeveloped
which would add to the character of
this town. Front-facing, friendly looking
updated buildings. Silver Lake Road
is not a highway; lets make it feel like
what it is - a connector for community

"

This area should be walkable and safe. I
hate how everything is parking lot first and then
retail. It has no sense of community. I feel this
way about downtown New Brighton as well. Any
redevelopment should focus on a community
feel

"

I feel that the way the buildings
and parking lots are laid out are a
waste of space and not very appealing.
Does not look cohesive. Also, I feel
New Brighton could use more variety in
retail

"

My top concern is keeping each of
these areas as a public space for locals, and
not turning it into a vehicle-heavy drivethrough corridor! I want to see these areas
become more pedestrian/bike focused and
better neighborhood hubs. Apartments
that utilize the public space with first-floor
retail help to achieve that. When adding
housing, we need to be especially mindful of
unsustainable increases in car traffic, so any
improvements need to come with pushes
towards walking/biking

"

Need more trees and shrubs,
please keep suburban sprawl down,
the asphalt and concrete are hideous
without trees/shrubs (preferably
evergreen for year round interest)

Aesthetics & Environment

• Adding landscaping and spaces that can
be actively and passively enjoyed is one
of the main priorities for commenters
• Many commenters mentioned innovative
stormwater planning as a way to improve
the sustainability of the area
• Building materials should be high-quality
and easy to maintain over a long period
of time

"

Are all these parking spots needed?
Can we break up some of the asphalt
and bring in some surfaces that allow
rainwater to seep in? This looks like a heat
island and is not healthy
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Summary: Themes Not Related to Zoning Standards
Safer Streets

• Numerous commenters wanted to see
vehicle traffic slowed down along Silver
Lake Road
• Concerns over visibility at intersections as
well as driver compliance with roadway
signals were peppered throughout
responses

"

We drive 3,000 ft to get to this DQ,
cause the idea of taking a bicycle and either
negotiating the narrow sidewalk with other
users, or trying to fight 45 mph traffic (that’s
actually doing 50+) scares me. I bike 2 miles
down Rice Creek Trail to a dog park because
it’s easier/faster than driving 4 miles to the
same park. Make cycling/walking short
distances easier than driving them, there are
lots of benefits to this

"

I see people constantly run this stop sign
going well over 30 MPH (specifically when
going east or west on 16th). Might there be a
way to call more attention to it? Maybe a “stop
ahead” sign or lights on the current sign?

"

Wishing the speed limit was way under 40 here,
with so many intersections and other entrances/exits
with no stop signs or traffic lights. This is not a simple
place to drive through, and the speed limit should reflect
that. I am amazed there are not more accidents here!

Bicycle & Pedestrian Connections
Needed

• Commenters consistently mentioned the
lack of sidewalk and trail connections
from surrounding neighborhoods and
parks to these focus areas as a barrier to
patronizing local businesses
• Particularly, a consistent and safe
trail along both sides of Silver Lake
Road through the whole corridor was
mentioned

"

Currently these areas mostly serve cars and
not people/pedestrians. I would love to see these
areas become places where people can gather,
dine, and bike. I would also like to see a protected
bike lane/path on Silver Lake Road because New
Brighton is pretty disconnected to Minneapolis
with bike transportation (I understand that bike
lanes are not a part of zoning but wanted to voice
my support for more bike-friendly options). I also
think New Brighton would benefit from more
restaurants - particularly breweries. More nearby/
connected retail and restaurants would improve
walkability and liveability greatly

Support Local Businesses

• Participants like the number of local
businesses along the Silver Lake Road
corridor & would like to see more
opportunities for local businesses to grow
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"

It would be really nice if we could widen
sidewalks into biking trails to connect parks,
businesses, and residential areas. This is a
key feature missing in uniting the city of New
Brighton

"

As someone who lives within walking distance,
I can understand that this area could be improved
(the parking lot is much larger than necessary), but
I’m concerned that we can do it without hiking-up
rent prices so much that the current businesses can
no longer afford to be here. I love the fact that I can
walk to a grocery store, Thai and More, The Spectacle
Shoppe, and yes, Dairy Queen in the neighboring
strip mall, among other businesses. Can we make
improvements while retaining valued businesses?

